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this room here, some of you might call it a lake, it was a little smaller thatn

a lake . It was very pretty, looked like a lake and the trees around and on
six

this pond over at the other end of the pond there were w,49ever&1- swans

swimming along, and here was the pond with the trees around and over

at the other end these six swans and a very clear, lee- lovely scene, just

the background about which to talk about how the world was going to become

perfect and we were going to do away with all that was harmful, with bringing

people to realize their brotherhood and realize the foolishness of the inequality

and the injustice that are in the world today. And as we w looked we saw

a duck near R us there , waddling into that pond, and way over at the other

end there were the swans and when that duck entered the pod two of those

swan over there started in this direction and just as fast as they could go

(I never saw swan go has- half as fast in my life and they came across that

water, half flying and half running through that water, and they got over to

this end and began biting the eee neck of that duck and drove it out of the

pdnd . They weren't going to have any duck in their pond, and as we

watched it , these girl's eyes g grew-g1b- big assaucers and she said,

"Why, that's unsocial " And I thought , What a picture of the fact that

in the world there is someting that is out of joint , there is sin in the heart

of mankind. There is wickedness deep in the heart of everyone of us. There

is this selfishness. There is this greed. There is this unwillingness to follow

the Lord of our s&IvaM- salvation, and it is even in the animal creation. And

when we have got this fear in the world, you can't have a righteous world

you can't have a happy world . We fought a wywar to end war. We were

going to have the world safe for democracy . Hitler was out c of the way,
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